INTRODUCTION
• The ultimate goal of fusion research is to establish a burning plasma where the energy needed to sustain the plasma comes from its own fusion reactions • Photoelectron signal has increased by a factor of 20 and signal to noise by a factor of 2 to 8, depending on signal level and CCD readout mode -Major portion of signal level improvement comes from increased quantum efficiency (70% to 85% versus 10% for intensifier) -Improved spectrometers account for the rest of the signal increase
• Minimum integration time is 0.32 ms while archiving to PC memory and 0.15 ms using temporary on-chip storage of spectra 
DIII-D COUPLING CCD CAMERAS TO SPECTROMETERS
• Initial desire was to use a 1024 x 1024 Pluto chip -Large enough to take four spectra -Would require one camera per spectrometer -Chip was never available in commercial quantities
• 652 x 488 0-18 A chip was available in 1999, but only has one third the area of the 1024 x 1024 chip
• Because of broad wavelength range needed in our system (300 to 800 nm), optics to couple the output of the spectrometer to the smaller chip would have been complicated and expensive -It was significantly cheaper to buy more cameras to get the necessary area 
DIII-D

BACKGROUND LEVEL DRIFT AND REFRESH CIRCUITRY
• The dark current and dc offset contributions must be subtracted from the total digitized value to obtain the signal due to photo electrons
• The dark current and dc levels showed unexpected changes when the external triggers start or when the interval between the triggers changes -This can amount to many 10's of digitizer counts -Level can take several seconds to stabilize when external triggers first start -Level change stabilizes in a fraction of a second when the interval between triggers changes (e.g. from 10 ms to 1 ms)
• To minimize background level change, we implemented control electronics which repetitively trigger the cameras at 10 ms intervals between tokamak shots -Tokamak synchronous triggers take over during shot • Shielding has been installed to reduce the neutron/gamma hits on the CCD detectors -Enough has been installed to reduce the neutron/gamma hits on the detectors to a maximum rate of a few hits in 10 ms -This consists of the main shielding surrounding the whole tokamak plus local shielding for each spectrometer -Complete shielding would be expensive and make access to the equipment extremely difficult
• Software is used to identify pixels whose signals are polluted by neutron/gamma hits and these are ignored in the analysis which computes temperature and rotation -Neutron/gamma spikes are typically much more localized than the spectrometer instrumental response and have more rapid pixel to pixel variation -These differences are used as the basis for the software rejection algorithm 
NATIONAL FUSION FACILITY S A N D I E G O
DIII-D HIGH TIME RESOLUTION CER MEASUREMENTS SHOW DETAILED EFFECTS OF PULSED MHD INSTABILITY (ELM) ON EDGE
